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You have most likely heard this stereotype about Russian women – they are the most gorgeous women on
earth. Their petite frame, perfect facial features, deep eyes and other natural talents have made them famous
all over the world. You don’t believe us? We have proof! Here are 5 examples of stunning and famous Russian
women that no man can resist:
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1. Full name: Victoria Lopyreva (Виктория Лопырёва)
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She’s beautiful but why is she famous?

Summary:

Victoria Lopyreva is famous because she won the title for Miss Russia back
in 2003. She briefly worked as the director for the Miss Russia pageant and
then became a model. You can find her in several world famous magazines
like Maxim and Cosmopolitan. She is also a popular TV hostess.

More Details

2. Full name: Alina Maratovna Kabaeva (Али́на М ара́товна Каба́ева)
She’s beautiful but why is she famous?
This amazing woman is a retired rhytmic gymnast who won two Olympic medals, 14
World Championship medals and 25 European Championship medals. She may
sound like a typical sports star but this woman also played a role in Russian
politics. Kabaeva was the State Duma deputy for the United Russia party. At the present time she is the chairwoman
for the board of directors of the National Media Group.
3. Full name (brace yourself!): Alexandra Konstantinovna Kosteniuk (Алекса́ндра Константи́новна
Костеню́к)
She’s beautiful but why is she famous?
Are you interested in beauty + brains? Then you should meet someone like Alexandra Konstantinovna Kosteniuk. Her name is
a handful to spell and say but that’s nothing when you look at her accomplishments – She is the Russian chess Grand Master
and the former Women’s World Chess Champion.
4. Full name: Eugenia Volodina (Евгения Володина)
She’s beautiful but why is she famous?
If you don’t recognize this name and face then you must not pay a lot of attention to
fashion. She is a Russian model with a very successful modelling career. She has worked
with amazing brands such as Yves Saint Laurent, Victoria’s Secret, Eres, Valentino V and
so on.
5. Full name: Victoria Petrovna Dayneko (Виктория Петровна Дайнеко)
She’s beautiful but why is she famous?
Have you watched Russian television before? In that case you may already know who
this woman is – she is the Russian singer who won the Star Factory 5 talent show. After
winning she has had several amazing career opportunities as a singer – debut songs,
songs for movie soundtracks, voiced characters in movies and so on.
More Stunning Russian Ladies
These gorgeous women prove that not only are Russian women beautiful – they are also ambitious and talented. These 5
examples are only starters. You will find dozens more women like this online. Most likely they aren’t ase famous as these
ladies but they don’t fall short in the category of intelligence and good looks. Are you aware of any other great examples for
Russian women we should add to the list? Add there names to the comment section below and we’ll do research on them for
part 2.
Need More Tips?
Come back soon for more tips and posts about Russian women – where to find a reliable site to contact them, how to approach them both offline and online, how
to deal with the cultural differences and more.

